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Cognos case statement in filter

Our experience is an investment group, call if you have an emergency. They start to work miracles and go up and beyond to make sure we're sure what we need. There are times we know what we are asking is very aggressive and investment has increased to the plate to ensure our success all the time.
The best service we've ever experienced. Report Studio Advanced Course provides a lot of information! Every chapter was something new to me and I can't wait to go back and increase my already written reports! I really enjoyed myself in class and thought the speed was perfect. Vinci, a Clark,
programmer/analyst, cy-fair ISD, had very complex statements and government reports that had to be a very specific way. Investment has helped us build these reports so we tell a hard time that they are the original shape or the new Cognos based form! We were very happy with the ability to
communicate with our team and make sure we fulfilled all our needs. Our nominations come in all hours of the day and night and when that happens we need to be aware. We also need to be warned if the nomination is not confirmed. Investment analytics helped us use event based reports to monitor the
database for new designations (or raw ones) and let us know they were out there. We don't remember to check all the time now. Very helpful. Our district needs to send a report to every student at the end of the year. Normally, we'll print and mail them all. In a few hours, I used The Kognos Burn to email
each student report. We saved in the class i paid for myself last summer! Using this data, look at key trends; all of which proved to be completely harsh in excel. To understand what we wanted automatically, then we contacted us to build the flow of work into the altrain. What took weeks to calculate in
Excel, now takes seconds. Chief Financial Officer, The Midwest Vision and Eye Care Expert Firm was the key role in the successful process of the relationship core HR, the pay roll, and the financial system for investment. The relationship, a collaboration of 20 Districts of Manistota, had unique needs in
meeting the needs of their districts. The capital of analytics guidance will make us able to meet these unique needs. Side-by-side Finnegan, Chief Operating Officer, Relationship Investment is our favorite partner for providing data analytics and business intelligence solutions to our clients. His team has
deep expertise and partnership and a focus on customer service that makes it ideal to work with them. The price added to their customers their technical skills Far more, because their advice approach helps customers The true potential of their figures. The Kogonos Ohio School provides results to create
the Efananaciplus attraction for The Kharanchi. The features of this program will make our daily operations much easier and readable for the non-financial user. Training provided by this company needs the business functions of The Cogonos Education. The business user community of The Medical
Center was charged to enable self-service reporting to The Business User Community of The Same Group Medical Center, By The Way, We are not able to get the information on the service. We worked with us to prepare reports using the flow of investment al-Train and publish them for the cloud-based
application of the Altrain Gallery, Garkhana, Altrain for access by the business user. To meet its/their specific data analysis requirements based on a specific data set. Director of Business Intelligence and Reporting, in the Mid-Atlantic Educational Medical and Health System has worked with investments
for many years, in multiple companies in the air stream sector. He has helped me both on class products and waterfield products. They are quick to respond, and they provide immediate problem assessment and solutions. I've seen them come up with creative and modern solutions to the problems that I
thought were completely disappointed. When I'm against a single-line, and I know it's getting harder, I want to invest on the call. April A. Long, Senior Manager Plant Accounting, Arm Energy Four key staff members of our finance/human resources/pay roll team recently took the report on class class with
analysis of Efanankeepplus, and we could not have been happy with the results. Training took our basic knowledge of The Kogunos and increased what would eventually be a big benefit to our school district. Reports we will be able to keep together with information from training, especially at two busy
times of the year (budget and audit) will be a huge time-sever. We just have a complaint that we didn't sign up for training soon. Joseph Diddy, Accounting Supervisor, Unionville-Cheford School District, add counseling/report studio training for Eskhowal classes and home booklet were excellent! The
booklet described in The Kogonos Reports to include customfeatures was very helpful with step-by-step instructions for success! When Hurricane Harvey floods our modest independent school district office remembered having really material in the building. Investment analytics has given me new copy...
They are very good! I definitely recommend these courses to other schools using Kogonos and Schoolplus! Paula Peter, Technology Department, Polite ISD, TX Investment worked best to help us with our data implementation needs. His academic and hands-on approach made the material very clear and
re-allatable. Thomas Janvosak, VP Quality &amp; Compliance, Borrelal Behavior Health We Worked With Investment Analytics A dashboard based on our SCADA system. Our system may be difficult to work with but their team has taken a few out-of-box ideas that made our dashboard online and our
iPads a reality. We had never had this kind of insight in our fingers. I wrote the following case statement in a report studio filter (Kognos 8 running on DB2): Case when (_WEEK_OF_YEAR (? Paramdati?) &gt; _WEEK_OF_YEAR (_ADD_MONTHS (? Paramdati?; -3)))) again ([Bosanisuiu]. [ Query
(Saturday] &lt; = _WEEK_OF_YEAR (? Paramdati?) and [Bosanisuiu]. [Query item] [Saturday] &gt; = _WEEK_OF_YEAR (_ADD_MONTHS (? Paramdati?; -3)) and [Bosanisuiu]. [Query item] [Years] = _YEAR (? Paramdati ?) and ([Bosanisuo]. [ Query (Saturday] &lt; = _WEEK_OF_YEAR (? Paramdati?)
and [Bosanisuiu]. [Query item] [Years] = _YEAR (? Paramdati ?) or ([Bosanisuyu]. [ Query [Saturday] &gt; = _WEEK_OF_YEAR (_ADD_MONTHS (? Paramdata?; -3)) and [Bosanisuiu]. [Query item] [Year] = _YEAR (_ADD_MONTHS (? Paramdati ? ;-3)))) Finally, but I'm mistaken. Notice that when and
after and under all other expression estimates of bolin. Also, individually put in a filter when such expressions all work. So I argue that the problem is about it. I also feel that I have written other cases in other reports and they work as I expect. So I suspect some trouble with the history functions that
interact with the case. I found this answer, but it didn't solve the problem: as you can see in my code, I already put all the parentheses in place. Please do not advise me to avoid this situation statement and and or use it alone; It actually works, but I want to understand how the case is to work. Author
Topic: Trying to filter a length based on the name within the case statement filter (read 4792 times) field (caption) with the parameter price calculation. Below is a sample of the data item. There are four basic areas to filter here. The results will be immediately revealed. When it works by an option, two or
more are included... It will not work. No results returned. When the case ? Reports? = 'Report1' then filter ([cube]. [Metric] [Metric] Caption ([cube] Metric][metric]) when 'monthly' is contained? Reports? = 'Report2' then filter ([cube]. [Metric] [Metric] Caption ([cube] Metric] [metric]) contains '3Mon' when?
Reports? = 'Report3' then filter ([cube]. [Metric] [Metric] Caption ([cube] Metric] [Metric]) when '6Mon' is contained? Reports? = 'Report4' then filter ([cube]. [Metric] [Metric] Caption ([cube] Metric] [Metric]) contains '12Mon' Here is the main issue that we are trying to use the LOGIC based on SQL (case
statement) against a one-way data source (which SQL does not understand). There is nothing equal to a case statement in MDX, so we can follow this condition all from the cube The data is given, and This is in the table of a virtual related database, then apply SQL Logic. And we can't do that with
objection to this question, because we have to assess the case statement before we get the data, but we have to get the data before we can figure it out... Here's the solution to move expression into a detail filter (the way it will look): Case? Reports? When 'Report1' (title ([cube]. [Metric] [Metric]) Monthly is
contained when 'Report2' (title ([cube]. [Metric] [Metric]) '3Mon' is composed when 'Report3' (title ([cube]. [Metric] [Metric]) Is '6Mon') and (title ([cube]. [Metric] [Metric]) '12Mon' finally allows this question to withdraw all metric names from the database, and then apply the filter thereafter. Note that this is
potentially a very resource extreme operation. It's not a problem in this case, because we're doing it only on the metric name (with no steps), so it's not really expensive. [{Product: {Code: SS9RTN, Label: Kognos 8 Business Intelligence}, Business Unit: {Code: BU053, Label: Cloud &amp; Data Platform} ,
Component: Report Studio, Platform: [{Code: PF033, Label: Windows}], Version: 8.2, Edition: , Line of Business: {Code: , Label: }}] Business : { Code : , Label : }}]
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